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Overview 
These tools are designed to facilitate the transfer of data contained within a number of LOCKSS archival 
units to a remote iRODS data grid. Data is extracted from the LOCKSS archival units and packaged into 
bags. The bags are then transferred to the iRODS grid. The user has the option of creating and sending 
filled bags, or holey bags. The primary tools are written in Python, and make use of the iRODS command 
line utilities for data transfer. 
 
Installation 
The following software and libraries are required to run the tools: 
Python (version 2.6 or higher recommended) 
The Beautiful Soup HTML parser for Python. (the 3.2 branch is required) 
The iRODS command line tools. (Available here: https://www.irods.org/index.php/Downloads) 
The "wget" tool. (Standard on most *nix distributions) 
The Bagit utilities from Library of Congress (http://sourceforge.net/projects/loc-xferutils/) 
 
Everything else that is needed to run is in the "LOCKSSBagger" package, and does not need to be 
installed anywhere in particular. See: 
http://code.google.com/p/metaarchive/source/browse/trunk/pln_admin/bagit/lockssbagger/  
 
Assumptions 
First, it is assumed that there are archival units that you wish to retrieve from a given LOCKSS cache. It is 
assumed that you have access to this cache, and that the you have the username and password for 
administrative use. If holey bags are desired for creation, the LOCKSS cache must have the content 
server enabled. Obviously, firewalls need to be opened to allow for access, but this is beyond the scope 
of this documentation. 
 
It is also assumed that there is a remote iRODS server to which you have access to. It is assumed that 
you have set up the iRODS command line tools on your system, and have already stored your username 
and password within the iRODS environment on your machine. The LOCKSS Transfer Tools do not 
currently set iRODS credentials on the fly (though this could be added without too much trouble). 
 
Setup for Transfer 
To run a transfer, you need to gather the following pieces of information: 

● The URL (with port) for administrative access to your LOCKSS cache 
● Your LOCKSS administrative username 
● Your LOCKSS administrative password 
● A regular-expression string to encompass the AUIDs that you wish to harvest from the LOCKSS 

cache 
● The URL (with port) for proxy access to your LOCKSS cache, if you intend to make holey bags 



● The directory in which your iRODS command line tools reside 
● The remote iRODS directory to which you will be transferring bags 
● The remote iRODS resource, if one is specified 
● A local directory that will serve as your working directory during the transfer process 

 
All of the relevant options may be passed to the script at runtime, but it is highly advantageous to put 
them into a config file. A config file is a regular python file, containing a single dictionary. It looks like this: 
 
--- 
config = { 
     "lockss_username" : "lockssadmin", #needed for LOCKSS login 
     "lockss_password" : "your_lockss_password_here", #needed for LOCKSS login 
     "lockss_url" : "http://metaarchive.library.unt.edu:8081",  

#Where is the LOCKSS server located? 
     "proxy_url" : "http://metaarchive.library.unt.edu:7979",  

#if we're making holey bags, we need this 
     "remote_irods_dir" : "/chron-sdsc/home/fcla/new_transfer2",  

#where are we sending this stuff? 
#"resource" : "resource_name", #the iRODS remote resource, if needed 

     "au_filter" : r"edu\|folger\|shakespeare&base_url.*",  
#A pattern to filter the AU names that we want 

     "working_dir" : "/home/knordstrom/holey_bag",  
#Our local, working directory 

"icommands_dir" : "/usr/local/iRODS/icommands/bin", 
 #The directory containing the command line iRODS tools 
"bag_tool" : "/usr/local/bagit-3.9/bin/bag" 
 #The LOC BagIt utility 

} 
--- 
 
The config file can be saved to any filename that is convenient. 
 
Running 
Once we've completed our setup, it is time to run the transfer.  The actual file that handles the running 
process is "locksstool.py." Any options that can be specified in the config file can also be specified on the 
command line.   By running "python locksstool.py" with no options, it will display a list of possible 
command line flags that you can pass.  If a command line flag is passed for something that is specified in 
the config file, it will override the one in the file. 
 
Two options that are typically only specified on the command line are the worker count (-W) and the 
location of the config file (-c). The config file flag specifies where the locksstool can read stored 
configuration options. 
 
The worker count flag defines how many separate "workers" to spawn. Since there are network bound 
and disk bound operations involved in a given transfer, it may improve performance to specify more than 
one worker. A recommended starting point would be to set the worker count to be equal to the number of 
processors on that machine on which the script will be running. 
 



Another possible consideration for command line options would be in regards to security. If you do not 
wish to put your LOCKSS password into a file, you may leave it out of the config file and instead pass it 
on the command line. This way, if somebody reads your config file, they will not automatically gain access 
to your login credentials. 
 
So, if we have set everything up, have created our configuration file and have made a directory to be our 
working directory, we might start off the process like so: 
 
python locksstool.py -c /home/myname/lockss_transfer.py -W 3 run 
Upon first running, the script will create a state file in our working directory, containing all of the 
information about our current transfer. It will refer to and update this state file as it runs. This enables you 
to resume a transfer, in the event that something happens to cause it to abort. As long as the working 
directory stays intact, you may start the transfer with the same parameters, and it will locate and read the 
state file and pick up where you left off. 
 
If you desire to completely start a transfer from scratch, either delete the state file in the working directory, 
or create and specify a new working directory when you run the script. 
 
The script will then run on its own, contacting the LOCKSS server, pulling down AUIDs to make into bags 
and then sending bags off to the iRODS remote directory. It will show it's current operations in standard 
output. In addition, a log file is kept in working directory, showing what exactly has taken place, and when 
it happened. 
 
 


